Detecting DNA-binding of proteins in vivo by UV-crosslinking and immunoprecipitation.
The temporal and spatial binding of proteins on DNA is important to the regulation of genome expression and maintenance. However, examining how the protein-DNA complexes assemble in living cells is challenging. The development of UV-crosslinking/immunoprecipitation (UV-X-ChIP) technique and the progress of its applications show the powerful potential of this method in detecting such binding behavior in vivo. UV light is a zero length crosslinker and is believed to produce less perturbation of the complex than chemical crosslinker. The use of UV laser as UV light source allows the number of photons required for crosslinking to be delivered in nano- or pico- or femtosecond intervals, extremely shortening the irradiation time and achieving higher crosslinking efficiency than conventional UV lamp, thus being well suitable for kinetic studies. UV-X-ChIP technique has been successfully applied on the study of DNA replication, transcription, chromatin structure, and genome-wide location of DNA-binding proteins.